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Dear Friends,

The ICEJ’s Feast of Tabernacles has always been celebrated with a prophetic view towards the fulfilment of Zechariah 14:16 when all the nations will come up to Jerusalem to worship the Lord during Sukkot. But this year we were all filled with wonder when a delegation of 15 people from the tiny island of Rotuma arrived. Led by the pastor of this small atoll in the middle of the Pacific Ocean with only 2,000 residents, they literally came from the ends of the earth to celebrate the Feast with over 80 other nations!

This year’s Feast was another great and blessed event with exuberant worship, a strong presence of God, and many stimulating teaching seminars. I hope you enjoy the Feast report in this issue and, of course, I look forward to celebrating with you next year in Jerusalem!

No sooner had we ended the Feast than we found ourselves in the midst of another wave of violence. Some are calling it a Third Intifada. Every day, Jews are being attacked on the street. This crisis is different to what we experienced last Summer during the wave of rockets that came from Gaza upon Israel. Then, except in the direct vicinity of Gaza, the sirens gave a 60-120 second warning of an incoming attack. Now, an attack can strike at any time, and it could come from a person walking beside you in the street. One of the top generals recently stated that Israelis are more afraid today than in past conflicts.

For many Israelis it is a great comfort to know the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem is here in this time of need. Just a few days ago, we were asked by the Municipality of Jerusalem to provide life-saving vests for first-responders who serve on the streets of Jerusalem and need protection from knives and bullets. We immediately agreed to help. We are also partnering with trauma treatment centers across the country to assist victims of terror and their immediate families.

It is in times like this when our work is particularly meaningful to Israelis. The book of Job declares: “To him who is afflicted, kindness should be shown by his friend...” (Job 6:14).

Please stand with us in this unique season as we show our kindness and friendship to Israel.

May the Lord bless you out of Zion.

Dr. Jürgen Bühler
ICEJ Executive Director

Support our ministry online at: www.icejusa.org
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SOMETIMES REFORMATION LEADS TO THE DISCOVERY OF OLD TRUTHS AND DOCTRINES, WHICH WERE ALL THE WHILE IN SCRIPTURE BUT WERE NEVER PART OF OUR SPIRITUAL TRADITION.

BY DR. JÜRGEN BÜHLER
Nevertheless, a crack was left in the foundation of the Protestant availability of the Bible would transform everything. The widespread more influential was the fact that he placed the Bible back into the reforms that dramatically changed medieval Christianity; far Luther’s impact on the Church. It was not just his theological the United States of America. It is hard to underestimate Martin centuries. It even impacted, to a larger extent, the founding of THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION Much of our Western code of ethics and culture is based upon the reformationary forces that swept over Europe from the 16th to 18th centuries. It even impacted, to a larger extent, the founding of the United States of America. It is hard to underestimate Martin Luther’s impact on the Church. It was not just his theological reforms that dramatically changed medieval Christianity; far more influential was the fact that he placed the Bible back into the hands of believers in their own native language. The widespread availability of the Bible would transform everything.

Nevertheless, a crack was left in the foundation of the Protestant Reformation. Many theologians taught that God had abandoned the Jews, and that they were now an accursed people. They insisted that the Church had replaced Israel and there was no national destiny left for the Jews. Any contrary outlook was brutally silenced. In 1589, one of the first clergymen to write openly about the promised restoration of Israel, Francis Kett, was burned at the stake for his beliefs.

NEW REFORMATION
Today, I see another wave of reformation coming to the Church, and it has to do with Israel. The early Church’s understanding of God’s enduring purposes for Israel and of our connection to the Jewish people must be brought back to mainstream Christianity today. For 1900 years no one asked: “How do we deal with the restoration of the Jews back to their ancient homeland?” But today this question has to be asked. The coming years will surely be some of the most exciting times in Church history, as we are in a season of unprecedented restoration for the Jewish people.

With a few exceptions, most churches in the past had little understanding of Israel or the Jewish people. I believe in the coming decades, there will hardly be a church which does not have a connection to Israel, and having a budget to “bless Israel” will be equally as natural for a church as their mission’s budget.

INSPIRED BY THE BIBLE
If we look at how the Apostles taught Gentile churches around the world about their relationship to the Jewish people, we will find that the Scriptures are quite clear in teaching how the Church should relate to Israel today. The Apostle Paul declared to the church in Rome: “Do not boast against the branches. But if you do boast, remember that you do not support the root, but the root supports you” (Romans 11:18). That means Gentile Christians should not reject or ridicule the Jewish origins of their faith, but nourish them as one would nourish the roots of a tree.

The New Testament epistles strongly underline the eternal calling of Israel. Paul made it clear to Gentile believers that the Jewish people provided everything necessary for our relationship with God. The Bible is a Jewish book, we serve a Jewish Messiah, and it was Jewish apostles who spread the gospel to the Gentile world.

Paul thus declares that as Gentile believers we are debtors to Israel.

RECONNECTING THE CHURCH WITH ISRAEL
There needs to be a reformation which reconnects the Church with its Jewish roots, just as the vision for world missions was renewed within the Church. We can no longer afford to ignore Israel. This needs to be taught from every pulpit and become an integral part of the activity, prayers, and giving of every church. It is a time of reformation! Make sure you are a part of this historic journey!
“The Bible is full of stories of people who were great reformers,” declared the Executive Director of International Christian Embassy Jerusalem (ICEJ), Dr. Jürgen Bühler, as he opened the 2015 Feast of Tabernacles Celebration at the Pais Arena in Jerusalem.

From Old Testament kings like Hezekiah and Josiah, to post-exilic leaders such as Ezra and Nehemiah, reformation is characterized by a call to “return to the Word of God,” echoed ICEJ International Director, Rev. Juha Ketola, in addressing the gathering of some 5,000 Christians from 80 nations the next day.

“It is a call to return the people back to God.”

It has been almost 500 years since Martin Luther nailed his 95 theses to the door of All Saints’ Church in Wittenberg and launched the Protestant Reformation in Europe. Like all the great reformers that followed, Luther was compelled by a belief in the preeminence of the Scriptures, a belief tightly bound up in the cry of sola scriptura – faith in the Word of God alone. In the centuries that followed, this conviction not only brought the Bible into the hands of ordinary people in Europe, but it also birthed an explosion in Christian mission work that took the gospel to the ends of the earth.

Today, that cry still echoes around the world as the focus of evangelical Christianity has shifted to the “global South,” Dr. Bühler explained to a gathering of Israeli and international journalists on Tuesday morning. “The average Christian in the world today,” he said, “is not found in North America...
or Europe, but in Beijing, China; Sao Paulo, Brazil; Lagos, Nigeria; or Manila, Philippines. If you travel to these nations, there is no question that Christianity is the largest and fastest growing religion on earth."

The result? Hundreds of millions of non-Western Christians who recognize that they have a “natural connection to the Jewish people,” Bühler added, “a connection based upon the clear testimony of the Bible.” The same Scriptures that the sixteenth century reformers first made available in the everyday language of ordinary Europeans, is now producing a new reformation: a transformation in the way the global Church relates to Israel.

“This is the reformation that stands before us now,” proclaimed Rev. Malcolm Hedding, former ICEJ Executive Director, as the 2015 Feast of Tabernacles drew closer to a climax on Wednesday evening. "The restoration of Israel is evidence of God working in the nations... preparing the world for the greatest event in all of history - the return of Jesus of Nazareth.” Why? Because there “can be no reformation without the Cross!”

“Reformation makes changes in something in order to improve it,” challenged Angus Buchan, the South African farmer-turned-preacher, earlier on Wednesday morning as he issued a powerful call to personal repentance.

“I’m just a farmer, so I don’t know much,” he observed jokingly. But one thing is clear, he continued, “Making a difference starts today with you and me.”

“If your faith is costing you nothing, it’s worth nothing!” Buchan thundered. “Reformation requires change!”
If you have never stood on the shores of the Dead Sea on the first night of Succot, it is hard to comprehend what you are witnessing: the most diverse annual assembly of Christians anywhere in the world. Someone asked: “How do you keep everyone on the same page?” “We don't!” came the simple, yet honest response. “We simply invite them to come and each year for 36 years, they've come!”

Suddenly the music swelled again as the worship team led the gathering in a new version of a very ancient creed: “We believe in the crucifixion; we believe in the virgin birth; we believe in the resurrection, and He's coming back to earth!”

There was our answer. We believe! Many tribes, many tongues, and many nations. One Lord. One God. One Bible. One Creed. And a shared love for Israel and the Jewish people. The 36th Christian Celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles began with one simple declaration – that in Jesus we can all become one.
The gathering at the Garden Tomb did not include any big screens or colorful lights, and there was no dance team. And yet, as the worship team invited the pilgrims to join them in singing, the place was filled with a tangible sense of the presence of God. “God filled the skies with stars,” cried Saleem Shalash, a local Arab pastor from Nazareth. “He filled the whole earth with His creation. But He left the tomb empty!”

Accompanying Shalash in serving communion, Pastor Daniel Yahav read from Psalm 133, a psalm that declares the blessing of the unity of the people of God. “It is only possible because of what Yeshua did for us on the Cross,” he declared. “In Christ we are one.”

As communion ended, Brother Yun - a former leader of the underground church in China - shared his miraculous story. Although persecuted for his faith, tortured and imprisoned, Yun is still able to talk about his experiences with a smile. “I got a vision from the Lord that China will become a village of the Gospel, so when the police asked me where I was from, I told them – Village of the Gospel! They couldn’t find it on the map.”
PARADE OF NATIONS
Since its inception in 1980 the Christian celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles, sponsored by the ICEJ, has been a vital and central part of our ministry of comforting Israel (Isaiah 40:1). Pilgrims come from around the world to worship the Lord, pray for the peace of Jerusalem, and to bless Israel. The Parade of Nations on the first night in the Pais Arena is our time to acknowledge the many nations that are represented at this special event, which are a foreshadowing of the fulfillment of the prophecy found in Zechariah 14.

VISIT FROM THE PRESIDENT
On Tuesday evening at the ICEJ Feast of Tabernacles we were honored to host Israeli President, Reuven Rivlin, who thanked the Christian pilgrims for their ongoing support for Israel, and also quoted the prophecy of Zechariah, recalling the great return of the Jews to the land of Israel to worship the Lord together with the nations.

“Dear friends,” Rivlin said. “Thank you. Thank you for coming up from year to year, to worship the King, the God of Hosts. To celebrate the Feast of Tabernacles. Thank you for standing with us! Pray for the peace of Jerusalem! May they that [do], be blessed!”
Every day the conference program started with prayer and worship in the main auditorium. This important part of the daily schedule, well attended by the Feast participants, was led by Rev. Mosy Madugba, Director of the ICEJ-Nigeria. It was a blessed time of drawing near to the heart of the Father and giving Him praise.

The Feast 2015 concluded once again with a special prayer service. The finale event was held at the Jerusalem Pavilion and led by many of this year’s speakers and ICEJ leaders. This prayer time was also an opportunity to pray over the more than six thousand prayer requests that had been sent to ICEJ prior and during the Feast of Tabernacles. The leaders and participants lifted them up to God’s throne in this special time of intercession.

The Prophet Nehemiah, who was a determined leader and above all a man of God, spearheaded the return of the Jewish people from the Babylonian exile to Israel. The book named after him in the Bible records his accomplishments in rebuilding the fallen walls of Jerusalem, and leading his people in spiritual renewal.

The ICEJ has established the Nehemiah Award to honor outstanding biblical Christian Zionist figures at the Christian celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles each year.

This year’s Nehemiah Award was bestowed upon Drs. Jay and Meridel Rawlings, in recognition of their lifetime record of excellence in promoting and defending Israel and in teaching the Word of God.
through a variety of media. Forty years ago the Rawlings’ set about producing documentaries telling Israel’s story, which over the past four decades have gained them a worldwide audience, from Jewish and Christian communities alike. The ICEJ greatly admires and commends their dedication and excellence in this work.

SPECIAL GUESTS AT THE FEAST

During the Feast, a daily program of seminars and teaching was offered, and each evening concluded with a celebration that is known for its outstanding musical and dance performances. The in-depth sessions brought balanced teaching from carefully selected teachers, scholars, and public figures. This year the subjects and themes were presented by many notable speakers, among them: Cindy Jacobs, who is a strong prophetic voice in today’s world; Angus Buchan, South African farmer-turned-evangelist who joined us for the third time; John Francis from London, UK, whose impactful ministry continues to grow in this famous European capital; and Jane Hansen Hoyt, the CEO of Aglow International.

The praise and worship was again led by an international team of singers, musicians, dancers, and other artists under the leadership of Ray Ramirez from the ICEJ. Special musical guests included an award-winning singer from Brazil, Ana Paula Valadão Bessa, and an acclaimed international worship leader and music producer, Eddie James. 🎵
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All the Families of the Earth

...and in you all the families of the earth shall be blessed.
GEN 12:3

16 - 21 OCTOBER 2016
Yad Vashem is a sacred institution as it is a memorial to the six million Jews who died in the Holocaust. It does not just memorialize, but works tirelessly to document the names of the six million. So far around 4.5 million names have been recovered.

It is also a research center, archive, and educational institute. It exists to shape the future, by remembering the past.

It is important to remember the Holocaust because of the valuable lessons those memories afford us. Of course, first and foremost, we learn most of the bystanders and onlookers were silent, and we understand the importance of learning how to recognize anti-Semitism and to speak against it.

But, we also learn other valuable lessons, for example, we must stop movements of hatred. There is not a more unifying motivator in mass movements than hatred of a demonized enemy. Hitler understood the ideal enemy would unify Germany and would deflate the resistance of the surrounding countries he intended to occupy.

Muslim leaders also understand the power of mass hatred, and leaders throughout the Middle East have been using this tactic for decades. It must be stopped. Anti-Semitism is the world’s early warning system and acts as a “canary in the mineshaft,” warning us that a “Pandora’s Box” of death and destruction is about to be opened, and it will not end with the Jews. 50 million people died in WWII.

We also learn the very painful truth that while Christianity did not cause nor carry out the Holocaust, centuries of Christian anti-Semitism paved the way for the Holocaust to happen. As a Christian, we have to recognize the role some professing Christians played in forming the psychological and societal foundations on which the Holocaust took place. So beyond learning, our remembrance must include sorrow and repentance.

But our remembrance will also lead to pride and the commendation of those who did stand up and do the right thing. Yad Vashem is researching and identifying those who
risked their lives to save Jews. They are called “Righteous Among the Nations” and so far roughly 25,000 have been documented and honored. Some of the money the US Branch has donated will be used for this project.

There are also liberators. I stand before you today as the very proud daughter of a WWII vet who liberated the slave-labor camp Flossenburh. We have the photos taken the day my father’s company entered the camp and encountered thousands of bodies of the dead and dying.

Most of that “Greatest Generation” that defeated the Nazi regime are no longer alive, and in their memory we must tell the world what they saw and what they fought for. For in the current move to trivialize and even deny the Holocaust, anti-Semites are denying the sacrifice our fathers and grandfathers made, denying what they saw in the camps and those they saved.

These are some of the reasons Yad Vashem’s work of educating and remembering is so important, and why it is a privilege to partner with them. Now, let me explain why the role of the ICEJ is so important.

There is only one way to stop a travesty like the Holocaust from happening again: that is when we – who are not Jewish – stand up, speak out, and take action. This is why the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem has partnered with Yad Vashem, to teach Christians how to recognize anti-Semitism and to stand against it.

No matter what your explanation might be for the existence of anti-Semitism, the fact is it has been around for thousands of years and it is not going away any time soon. Instead, it morphs with the times into different expressions—whatever is acceptable at the time.

For centuries anti-Semitism was based on Christian religious theories. In Nazi ideology it was based on racial theories. These expressions are not acceptable today. However, it is acceptable to demonize the Jewish State, and treat her as illegitimate and the reason for the world’s problems.

However, you cannot demonize Israel without demonizing the Israeli people who are just a subset of the Jewish community at large. This is why a Jewish person can be attacked in the streets in France when Israel has taken military action in Gaza to stop rocket launchers.

This crescendo of hate-speech is building in the Middle East, on University campuses, and amongst the social elites of the West. We need to do whatever we can to confront this modern form of anti-Semitism and teach our children and grandchildren to do the same.

Holocaust Survivor Elie Wiesel said “What hurts the victim the most is not the cruelty of the oppressor but the silence of the bystander.” The US Branch of the ICEJ has vowed “we will not be silent.”

From left to right, Malcolm Hedding, Daryl Hedding, and Susan Michael stand below the honorary plaque for donations given to Yad Vashem for the education of American Christian leaders about the Holocaust, as well as to identify and honor the Righteous Among the Nations.
The flight was conceived and organized at the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem’s (ICEJ) National Directors’ meeting in Finland earlier that year. The ICEJ was the first organization to begin the Aliyah work while others were still praying and thinking how to help. By the end of the 1990s, the ICEJ had sponsored 53 full airplanes and brought more than 15,000 Olim home.

In 1989 the Soviet Union did not have diplomatic relations with Israel and there were no direct flights between the two countries. Dr. Ulla Järviilehto, a medical doctor and member of the Finnish parliament, sought official permission from the governments of Finland and Israel to bring the Russian Jews to Israel through her country. Ulla became the founder of the ICEJ branch in Finland and over the years worked tirelessly to establish and maintain the Finnish transit program.

THE FINNISH TRANSIT
By March 10, 1990, the Finnish Aliyah route was officially opened with the approval of both governments, and it has remained open since then, even when other routes closed down during the Gulf War in 1991. For 25 years buses have been leaving St. Petersburg early in the morning for Finland to bring Jewish families to Christian homes in Finland for three days and three nights. The Finnish believers take good care of them and blessed them in many ways. Israeli officials have remarked that most Olim arrive in Israel very tired and worn out, with the exception of the ones who come by way of Finland. They land in Tel Aviv rested, happy, and full of optimism.

To date, about 117,000 Jewish people have been helped somewhere on their journey home by the ICEJ. More than 45 million dollars have been spent on bringing God’s chosen people home. Today the Finnish route is very active once again, as a result of the declining Russian economy due to low oil prices and the fallout from the Ukrainian Civil War.

The work continues with Jews from Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Uzbekistan, and the Baltic countries. Just as in the times of the Soviet outpouring, the ICEJ has responded to requests for help. In effect, the Finnish route has risen to a 10-year high and Russian Aliyah has more than doubled in recent years.

HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
My first visit to Russia was an amazing and eye-opening experience. I got off the airplane in Moscow just three months after the official end of the Soviet Union on December 31, 1991 – nearly 25 years ago. There seemed to be a shortage of light bulbs back then. Moscow was a very dark place. Even the cars used only their parking lights at night. The stores did not have much food, and the breakfasts in our hotels were quite meager.

By October 1992, I was living in Russia full-time. At every opportunity, I spoke to Jewish people about Israel. Most of them
The Aliyah numbers have increased rapidly over the past few years due to wars and anti-Semitic aggression around the world. The ICEJ is leading the way in helping many more Jews come home to the land of their fathers. Please join the ICEJ in responding to this urgent need!

Donate today! www.icejusa.org/aliyah
This summer has been pivotal for the work of ICEJ in Ukraine. New connections have been established as we prepare to help more Jewish people come home to Israel. It is impossible to predict how the situation will develop. Thus ICEJ-Ukraine is preparing for multiple scenarios, bringing help and protection to the Jewish people wherever they can, and assisting in their process of Aliyah.

This year ICEJ is also proud to introduce Dr. Grygorii Komendant as the new ICEJ Representative in Ukraine. Dr. Komendant, a recognized leader in the Christian community of Ukraine, is also the president of the local Bible Society.

For many years he has been leading seminars on the topic of Israel at churches and various ministries in the Kiev region, and his heart is overcome by concern for the Jewish people in his home country.

Due to the dire circumstances, the ICEJ is renting a campsite to host Jewish refugees from conflict zones. One of the refugee camps will open in Irpen, a small town 35 km from Kiev, Ukraine’s capital. The estimated cost per person will be $20 per day, which will include three daily meals, and accommodations in nice, clean rooms. The facility can house between 100-150 refugees.

“War is not like you see it on TV,” shared Sergey Knyshenko, a local pastor. “Everything is much worse … the fear is so strong that you cannot sleep for weeks. It is hard to talk about those events – they left a mark on my mind – I was wounded twice and spent weeks in the hospital.”

Today Knyshenko works with Dr. Komendant on the ICEJ team in Ukraine, and has even been using his private resources to help the Jewish people in the country.

“I get back to normal life and continue to serve the Jewish people,” he adds. “I know that God has called me to be a part of this prophecy, where He will gather His people from the four corners of the Earth.”

Ukraine is continuously in need of our prayers. Pray for safety of the Jewish people and everyone involved in ICEJ work, including the process of Aliyah. Support our pioneer work in Ukraine at this essential stage. Donate to this worthy cause to sponsor the Ukrainian Jewry as they make Aliyah to Israel! Visit www.icejusa.org/ukraine
The ICEJ-Netherlands branch brought together almost 700 Dutch supporters of Israel this summer at their conference titled Reformation – corresponding with the theme of this year’s Feast of Tabernacles.

According to the leaders of the conference, God brought healing and renewal to the relationship between Israel and the Church in the Netherlands, as well as to the individuals gathered.

“In the [European] news you won’t hear too many positive things about Israel,” shared Jacob Keegstra, the National Director of ICEJ-Netherlands. “People came to this [event] because there is a hunger to know more about God’s plans for Israel and about the situation in the Middle East.”

Apart from powerful teachings, attendees enjoyed times of worship and even dancing. “During the meetings you could feel the presence of the Lord. At one point the worship leaders could not continue singing ... the auditorium was filled with the Spirit of the Lord,” Keegstra said.

At the event, an offering was collected for an absorption center in Israel which helps new immigrants settle in their Jewish homeland. Together these faithful supporters of ICEJ collected 18,000 Euros. Thank you for being a part of this life-changing ministry!

When Jews Come Home
ICEJ supports new immigrants after arriving in Israel

BY AARON HECHT AND BIRTE SCHOLZ

During the ICEJ Feast of Tabernacles two busloads of pilgrims took the road south out of Jerusalem to visit the ancient biblical city of Beersheva and an absorption center, one of twenty-six facilities throughout the country where new arrivals of Jewish immigrants are assisted.

“The goal of every absorption center is to integrate new immigrants into Israeli society as quickly as possible so they can begin building their future here and contributing to the country, which they usually arrive here very eager to do,” said Nicole Yoder of ICEJ. “Some groups require more assistance than others depending on where they’re coming from; culturally, socially, economically, and also in terms of education and other factors.”

The pilgrims also heard from some of the new immigrants who are being housed at the center in Beersheva while going through the absorption process. The immigrants spoke of hardships, especially missing their family and friends. Nevertheless, they said with confidence, that they had no doubts, or regrets about their decision to move to Israel.

Yedidiyah, a young immigrant from Columbia, said he had a comfortable life in the land of his birth, but felt he should make Aliyah. “I found my roots, which led me to come back to Israel,” he explained.

ICEJ is committed to continuing this work, which has always been one of the most important elements in the restoration and building of the State of Israel. Please consider making a contribution to this vital work today.

TO SUPPORT OUR WORK WITH THE NEW IMMIGRANTS IN ISRAEL, MAKE A DONATION TODAY! VISIT: www.icejusa.org/aid/new-immigrant-assistance
The streets of Jerusalem were stained with blood this October. Every day people were getting injured or killed in stabbing, or shooting attacks. The hatred of the Oslo generation of Palestinian youngsters suddenly seemed to be unleashed in a most horrible way as teenagers were stabbed and parents were shot in front of their children.

The prophet Ezekiel calls it an “ancient hatred,” (Ezekiel 35:5) which is unleashed upon Israel in the last days. This hatred takes pleasure in the shedding of blood. It is a hatred which claims the ancient land of Israel was expropriated from the Jews and “has become our possession” (Ezekiel 35:10; 36:2). This hatred is driven by demonic forces which seek to annihilate the Jewish people, and it is directed against the purposes of God.

This uprising is not just a civil unrest. Its goal is to frustrate the plans and purposes of God for Israel and the entire human race. The Palestinians have it in their hearts to continue fighting until the Palestinian State encompasses the entire Land of Israel. It is a religious war directed against the God of Israel and what He is doing in this land.

As we witness this in Israel, we understand that these forces will not be overcome by physical force alone.

Paul states: “For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this age, against spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places” (Ephesians 6:12). And this is the main battle line. It is our prayers that will bring change. This is the reason we fast and intercede. Therefore, I want to encourage you to pray for Israel in these days more than ever before.

The book of proverbs declares that “... a brother is born for adversity” (Proverbs 17:17). In times like these the practical work we do for Israel is even more important than in times of peace. As Israel faces these strenuous times, it is our responsibility as Christians to care for the victims of this horrendous terror. Our staff here in Jerusalem is reaching out to those who are affected by this wave of terror.

Join us in our effort to comfort the people of Israel – below you will find practical information on how you can stand with Israel at this difficult time.

We invite you to join us in a very tangible effort to comfort the people of Israel! The ICEJ is partnering with a therapeutic center in the land to help those affected by the unrest. Your donation can help specifically fund treatment of Psycho-trauma (commonly known as Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, or PTSD), as well as support a range of educational and curative programs that help rebuild communities throughout the land of Israel. Since many of the families who need therapeutic interventions cannot afford the cost of therapy, the center is now offering group sessions.

You can help us meet this urgent need in Israel! Donate today! www.icejusa.org/aid/israel_in_crisis
Safety in the Streets of Jerusalem

The Jerusalem Municipality approached the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem with an opportunity to help purchase life-saving vests for their personnel. These are the servicemen and women who ensure that Jerusalem’s citizens and visitors can move safely throughout the city.

The vests will help protect those who watch out for our safety, such as security guards on trains, in parks, and around the important tourist sites in Jerusalem.

By partnering with the City of Jerusalem to protect its residents, we are showing the Israeli people that Christians are concerned about their safety. When Israel is in need, the ICEJ is among the first to help!

Donate today! www.icejusa.org/aid/israel_in_crisis

ICEJ to challenge EU on planned labeling law

The European Union is close to passing a law, which will require certain Israeli products to be uniquely labeled. The International Christian Embassy Jerusalem is taking steps to challenge this “labeling law” which, if passed, would brand the Jewish commerce originating from the West Bank. In the coming weeks, the ICEJ will approach the European leaders in Brussels with a special symposium at the EU Parliament to highlight pitfalls of such a law and to propose an alternative approach.

Many businesses and companies in the State of Israel are places of proven coexistence between Jews and Arabs. This European labeling law may force Israeli companies to relocate elsewhere, resulting in the removal of these last places of peaceful coexistence in the Palestinian territories. The ICEJ, together with other partnering organizations, wishes to present an alternative approach that will ease the tensions between Israelis and Palestinians.

Please pray with us for this strategic gathering that will bring a voice to the European Parliament to help and benefit the decision makers in Brussels.
ICEJ-USA Director Honored with Woman of Impact Award

ICEJ-USA DIRECTOR, SUSAN MICHAEL, was recently honored with the annual Woman of Impact Award at the annual conference of Women Impacting the Nation (WIN) in Boca Raton, Florida. Entitled Raising the Bar 2015: The Next Generation, WIN’s conference was held at Palm Beach Atlantic University and was attended by some 200 women including a contingency of university students.

“We are excited and honored to give our third Woman of Impact Award to Susan, because she is a woman who is truly making a difference in educating, equipping, encouraging, and empowering men and women in a field where there is much divisiveness and misinformation,” said Sue Trombino, Founder and Director of WIN. “She is incredibly knowledgeable on the topic of Israel, anti-Semitism and Islam, and is an amazing teacher. She teaches on truth and fact vs. emotion and conjecture and opens eyes to the misinformation that has been purported in the media about Israel.”

Past recipients of the award are Karen Vaughn, National Spokeswoman and Senior Military Families Advisor for Concerned Veterans for America, and the mother of fallen Navy SEAL, Aaron Carson Vaughn (SEAL Team VI); and Vonette Bright, co-founder of Campus Crusade for Christ along with her late husband Dr. William R. Bright.

Susan Michael was also a featured speaker at the conference along with Juliana Taimoorazy from the Iraqi Christian Relief Council; and several Millennial generation leaders such as Florida State Representative Jennifer Sullivan, the youngest person ever to be elected to the Florida State Legislature at age 23; Lauren Cooley, a voice for conservative Millennials; and Morgan Perry from Exodus Cry. Special guest artists were Dove Award Winner Kathy Troccoli with pianist Michele Margiotta.

For more than thirty years, Susan Michael has pioneered the development of the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem in the United States and around the world. She is a sought-after speaker on topics central to an understanding of Israel such as the biblical significance of Israel, Jewish-Christian relations, anti-Semitism, Islam, and current events in the Middle East.
Show Love at the End of the Year

With both Hanukkah and Christmas approaching, the ICEJ is looking to bring comfort and encouragement to the people of the Holy Land this holiday season. Once again, we will be reaching out to Arab Christian communities in the renowned biblical towns of Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and Nazareth. As many Christians around the world reflect on the beginning of Jesus’ life in these cities, we want to be there to remind the residents of their Redeemer.

In partnership with local Arab pastors and churches, the ICEJ will sponsor holiday gatherings and distribute Christmas gifts to many Christian families. The children in Bethlehem and Nazareth will receive Christmas packages which include clothing and toys.

Your gift today will help us bless the needy Christian families in Jerusalem and Nazareth with food coupons, so they can celebrate together around a Christmas meal.

With your support, we will also bring holiday cheer to Holocaust survivors and others in the Jewish community as they celebrate the joy and light of Hanukkah.

Please partner with us to bring comfort and joy to those who need our love and encouragement! Make an online donation today at: www.icejusa.org/holidays

YOUR GIVING will make a difference!

DONATE TODAY
Space Limited, Sign Up Your Pastor Today!

ENVISION 2016
PASTORS CONFERENCE AND ISRAEL TOUR

JOIN US IN ISRAEL JANUARY 19-29

There is no place in the world like Israel! Join the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem for a life-changing tour of Israel and international pastors conference in Jerusalem, where you will renew your vision by hearing what God is doing in Israel and among the nations.

It will be an unforgettable eleven day pilgrimage to the birthplace of your faith, as you follow in Jesus’ footsteps from Nazareth to Jerusalem. You will also experience first hand the modern day miracle of the nation of Israel, attending high level briefings from Israeli officials and scholars.

Special rate for pastors only $1750
Space is limited!

HIGHLIGHTS:
- Unprecedented time of ministry and fellowship
- See the land of the Bible with experienced leaders and guide
- Visit the Knesset, the Israeli Prime Minister’s office, and attend special ceremony at Yad Vashem.
- High-level briefings from Israeli officials and scholars
- In-depth conference sessions with global pastors
- Pray at the Jerusalem Prayer Tower, participate in a Bedouin style dinner in the Judean Desert, float in the Dead Sea, and much, much more!

For more information or to register please contact Pastor John Small at churches@iceusa.org or call 888-772-7732 ext.738